
personal use. Thus even the most painterly and 
abstract found footage fi lms offer an impl ic i t 
critique of the f i l m industry's conventional, stan-
dardized representations of the w o r l d , and like 
other kinds of found footage fi lms, they interrupt 
the endless recirculation and unreflective recep
t ion of mass media images. 

In the Domain of Montage: 
Compilation, Collage, 
Appropriation 

I have been arguing that the recycled images of 
found footage films have more in common than 
simply their origins in footage that was found by 
the filmmaker. Whatever the filmmaker may do to 
them — including nothing more than reproduce 
them exactly as he or she found them — recycled 
images call attention to themselves as images, as 
products of the image-producing industries of f i lm 
and television, and therefore as pieces of the vast 
and intricate mosaic of informat ion , entertain
ment, and persuasion that constitute the media-
saturated environment of modern — or many 
w o u l d say, postmodern — life. By reminding us 
that we are seeing images produced and dissemi-
nated by the media, found footage films open the 
door to a criticai examination of the methods and 
motives underlying the media's use of images. 
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To open the door is one thing; to go through it 
and confront the media on their own ground — the 
nianipulation of images — is another thing, and 
the filmmakers most likely to take this further step 
are those who draw most heavily on the resources 
of montage. Therefore I want to elaborate on my 
previous discussion of montage in found footage 
films, not only because I think its criticai — and 
ultimately politicai — implications are especially 
noteworthy, but also because the conjunction of 
montage and found footage also appears in other, 
more widely recognized forms, such as conven
tional compilation films and, at the opposite ex
treme, an increasing number of music videos. 
Montage, in other words, has many applications, 
and to more fully appreciate its function in films by 
experimental and avant-garde filmmakers, I want 
to take into account these comparable forms of 
f i lm and video designed for mass audiences. 

For the purposes of the fo l lowing discussion, 
then, I propose to distinguish between three kinds 
of found footage montage, which I have labellcd 
compilation, collage, and appropriation, and I 
wi l l try to show why collage (as I define it below) 
has the greatest potential to criticize, challengc, 
and possibly subvert the power of images pro
duced by, and distributed though, the corporate 
media. 

Since compilat ion, collage and appropriat ion 
have a variety of meanings, some of which overlap 
to a considerable degree, I w i l l distinguish between 
the three methodologies along the lines suggested 
m the f o l l o w i n g model or conceptual gr id of 
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relationships between signifier and signified (sig
nif ication) , modes of cultural production (exem-
plary genre), and broad sets of aesthetic premises 
and practices embracing ali the arts (aesthetic bias): 

MBTBODOLOGY SIGNIFICaTIOH KXKMPLRHY GEHRB MSTHBTIC BI^s 

compilation r e a l i t y documentary film realism 

collage image avant-garde film modernism 

appropriation aimulacrum music video postmodernlBra 

O f course these are broad categories employed in 
a highly schematic way, and w i l l require further 
explanation in due course. Their only value, at this 
point , is to suggest that different methods of using 
found footage are related to different paradigms of 
artistic practice and cultural theory. These para-
digmatic relationships help to explain why a mon
tage of found footage does not automatically raise 
politically charged questions about the origin of 
the images and the ways they have been used in the 
mass media. Everything depends on the method-
ology and related contexts governing the work 's 
reception. 

» • » 

The practice of making new films f rom pieces of 
earlier films is nearly as old as the institution of 
cinema itself. As early as 1898, a French distribu-
tor concocted an account of the Dreyfus case w i t h 
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previously existing shots of an officer leading 
some French troops on parade, a Parisian street 
scene including a large building, a tug boat sailing 
toward a barge, and the delta of the Nile River. 
Accompanied by oral commentary, this sequence 
of shots apparently convinced audiences of the day 
that they were seeing "Dreyfus before his arrest, 
the Palais de Justice where Dreyfus was court-
marshalled, Dreyfus being taken to the battleship, 
and DeviPs Is land." !^ Here, in a nutshell, are the 
principal characteristics of nearly ali compilation 
films: shots taken f rom films that have no neces-
sary relationship to each other; a concept (theme, 
argument, story) that motivates the selection of 
the shots and the order in which they appear; and 
a verbal accompaniment (voice-over or text on the 
screen or both) that yokes the shots to the concept. 

W i t h varying degrees of subtlety and sophistica-
tion, these characteristics are to be found in v i r t u 
ally ali compilat ion films f r o m the pioneering 
efforts of Esther Schub in Fali of the Romanov 
Dynasty and The Great Road (both released in 
1927), to Walter Ruttmann's The Melody of the 
World (1929), to Stuart Legg's The World In 
Action series (1941-45) for the Nat ional F i lm 
Board of Canada, to Frank Capra's Why We Fight 
series (1943-44) for the U.S. War Department, to 
tnc criticai portraits of American politics by Emile 
^e Antonio in films like Point of Order (1964) and 
^ear of the Pig (1969), to the innumerable televi
sion specials that " look back" at significant his
torical events. There is, in other words, a long and 
aistinguished tradit ion of using archival material 
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to make documentary films of the type Jay Leyda 
was the first to call compilation films in his survey 
of the genre, Films Beget Films. 

Leyda also supplies the clearest description and 
strongest justification for compilation films when 
he writes, " A n y means by which the spectator is 
compelled to look at familiar shots as if he had not 
scen them before, or by which the spectator's mind 
is made more alert to the broader meanings of old 
materiais — this is the aim of the correct compila
t i o n . "^^ Compilat ion films may reinterpret im
ages taken f r o m f i l m and television archives, but 
generally speaking, they do not challengc the 
representational nature of the images themselves. 
That is, they still operate on the assumption that 
thcrc is a direct correspondence between the im
ages and their profilmic sources in the real w o r l d . 
Moreover, they do not treat the compilation pro
cess itself as problematic. Their montage may 
make spectators "more alert to the broader mean
ings of old materiais," but as a rule they do not 
make them more alert to montage as a method of 
composition and (more or less explicit) argument. 
As Leyda himself says, "the manipulation of actu-
ality ... usually trics to hide itself so that the 
spectator sees only 'reality' — that is, the especially 
arranged reality that suits the film-maker's pur
pose. "1^ 

The methods of compilation films are so familiar 
they hardly need illustration here, but I want to 
offer one concrete example f rom a film that comes 
close to Crossing the bordcr between compilation 
and collage — which is one of the reasons I have 
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chosen i t . The other reason is that i t shares one 
cxtremely significant image w i t h my examples of 
collage and appropriation: the familiar mushroom 
shaped cloud of a nuclear explosion. The Atomic 
Cafe (1982) includes a sequence devoted to the 
U.S. nuclear test at the Bikini atoll in 1946. I t 
begins w i t h part of a documentary showing the 
inhabitants readily agreeing to leave the island 
that has been selected as the site of the test. On the 
soundtrack the local people sing " Y o u Are M y 
Sunshine" in their native language, while the is-
landers carry their possessions onto large open 
boats provided by the U.S. Navy, and wave hap
pily as the boats head out to sea. The singing fades 
out w i t h shots of planes in the air and observers 
anxiously awaiting the explosion. We hear an on-
the-spot radio repórter describing the f inal prepa-
rations, mixed w i t h a voice-over count d o w n , as 
we see an aerial shot of the island, ocean, and ships 
anchored around the tiny island below. When the 
count down reaches zero, a hissing whooshl ac-
companies an aerial shot of the nuclear explosion. 
This is followed by a shot of the explosion taken 
at sea levei (and a louder concussion on the 
soundtrack), and then a th ird shot taken f r o m a 
closer position at sea levei (synchronized w i t h 
another resonant booml). The last shot offers an 
awesome view of the massive column of water and 
steam rising into a canopy of clouds over the ships 
anchored in the vicinity of the blast. Then blaring, 
dramatic music introduces a Paramount News
reel, « 1 9 4 7 : The Year of D i v i s i o n , " and in the 
^rgcnt tone characteristic of newsreels, a voice-
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over recounts the beginning of the Cold War, 
while the f i l m presents maps, animated graphics, 
shots of Stalin, troops parading in Red Square, and 
American and Russian troops shaking hands on 
the banks of the Elbe River. 

Unlike traditional compilation films, The Atomic 
Cafe does not provide its own voice-over to guide 
viewers through its archival material and tell them 
how they should think about it (though, one might 
argue, the ironic use of " Y o u Are M y Sunshine" is 
a subtler way of doing the same thing). O n the 
other hand, in the convention of most compilation 
fi lms, i t follows a clear, linear development, and 
does not continually question the representational 
nature of the images i t uses. While the f i l m implies 
that the shots of the local people happily leaving 
their island were staged for American propaganda 
purposes, its images of the actual explosion are 
presented as straight fact: this is what the explo
sion looked like, these are signifiers of an event 
solidly grounded in reality and contextualized by 
other real, historical events such as the beginning 
of the Cold War. 

The kinds of representation that compilat ion 
films tend to take for granted are precisely the kind 
collage films call into question. To emphasize this 
point , I want to take a closer look at the particu-
larly memorable sequence f rom Bruce Conner's A 
Movie referred to earlier in this essay. Four brief 
shots of a submarine submerging conclude w i t h 
only the sub's periscope slicing through choppy 
waves. Cut to an officer staring into a periscope 
and turning i t to look in a different direction, cut 
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^ a scantily clad model (strongly resembling a very 
young M a r i l y n Monroe) lying back in a provoca-
tive pose, cut to the submarine officer reacting to 
what he has seen in the periscope. He turns, and 
shouts an order, cut to a close up of a hand pressing 
a button, cut to a torpedo speeding through murky 
water, cut to a sea levei shot of a nuclear explosion, 
cut to an aerial shot of the explosion, cut to 
another sea levei view of the explosion, cut to a 
closer view f rom sea levei, showing the lower edge 
of the cloud of steam and gases beginning to sink 
downwards while a huge white w a l l of vapor 
engulfs a battleship, cut to a large wave carrying a 
surf board rider who jumps off his board and is 
covered by the water, cut to another surfer pad-
dling his board up a rising wave. 

The formal ingenuity of the sequence is matched 
by its thematic complexity and critique of repre
sentation. A t a formal levei, one notes such things 
as the four shots of the submerging submarine 
matched by four shots of the mushroom cloud 
rising f rom the sea and spreading across the sky; 
the momentum of the explosion continuing in the 
waves ridden by the surfers; and the introduction 
of a water/disaster motif that continues through a 
number of subsequent shots and is "resolved" at 
the end of the f i lm wi th shots of a diver descending 
into the hold of a sunken ship. Thematically, 
Conner's collage of shots f rom at least four differ
ent sources not only produces a series of visual 
gags and metaphoric links between sexual desire 
and military aggressiveness, between orgasm and 
annihi lat ion, i t also deconstructs conventional 
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editing strategies that l ink one shot w i t h the next 
through implied cause and effect relationships. 
Like Eisenstein's "intellectual montage," the obvi
ously contrived connections between shots in A 
Movie not only call attention to the montage 
technique itself, but provoke a self-conscious and 
criticai viewing of cinematic representations, espe
cially when they are representations that were 
or iginal ly intended to be seen as unmediated 
signifiers of reality. 

The methodology I have labelled appropriation 
also capitalizes on the manipulations of montage 
and the equivocai nature of cinematic representa
tions, but i t lacks the deconstructive strategies and 
cri t icai point of view characteristic of collage 
films. M y example of appropriation comes from 
Michael Jackson's music video, The Man in the 
Mirror (1987), and centers on the image of a 
nuclear explosion, which marks the emotional and 
thematic turning point of the whole video. The 
first half of the video presents images of poverty, 
famine, and violence, culminating in the fol lowing 
sequence of shots: an explosion in the middle of a 
Middle-East city, marching soldiers, a throng of 
Blacks running d o w n a wide city street, P.W. 
Botha making a speech, Blacks holding up anti-
racism placards, a "For Sale" sign in f ront of a 
farm, gr im looking farmers at a meeting, people 
carrying a banner saying "Farms N o t A r m s , " a 
crowd burning an American flag, a parade of tanks 
w i t h rockets mounted on them, bombs fal l ing 
f rom a large jet bomber, a nuclear explosion at sea. 
Meanwhile , Michael Jackson, backed by a large 
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choir, sings: 

Tm starting with the man in the mirror. 
Tm asking him to change his ways. 
And no message could'a been any 
clearer: 
If you want to make the world a better 
place, 
Take a look at yourself and make a 
change. 

The last w o r d , sung by the choir in a dramatic, 
inspirational change of key, is synchronized w i t h 
the nuclear explosion. Immediately fo l lowing, are 
shots of wor ld leaders expressing joy: Begin, Sadat 
and Cárter shaking hands, Reagan and Gorbachev 
shaking hands, Lech Walesa and his supporters 
celcbrating the vic tory of Sol idari ty , Bishop 
Desmond T u t u smiling and clapping his hands. 
Then a shot of a relief worker slipping a shirt on a 
painfully thin (but smiling!) Black child leads into 
many images of people accomplishing various 
sorts of good works — the k ind of "feel g o o d " 
images that the media like to use as counter-
weights to their images of despair and disaster 
(from which the first half of the music video draws 
its imagery). 

W i t h its accumulation of more or less familiar 
•mages cuUed f r o m the news media, The Man in 
the Mirror is very much like a traditional compila
tion f i l m . In its rapid juxtaposition of extremely 
divergent images, however, it may seem more like 
a collage f i l m . Yet, in at least one crucial way, it 
is like neither. To understand why this is so — and 
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to gain some insight into the kind of appropriation 
that permits the representation of a nuclear explo
sion to signify a change for the better — we need 
to pursue the related issues of montage and repre
sentation in found footage films a little further. 

» * * 

A good place to begin is w i t h Walter Benjamin's 
comment that, "To write history ... means to quote 
history. But the concept of quotation implies that 
any given historical object must be ripped out of its 
c ontex t . " ! * Compilation films are composed of 
visual quotations of history (or more precisely, 
selected moments of historical "reali ty") that have 
been ripped out of context and placed end to end 
according to the filmmaker's theme or argument. 
I n such cases, quotation and representation are 
synonymous. They offer, in the words of Allan 
Sekula, "the appearance of history itself." Sekula 
is speaking of photographs, rather than films, but 
the same principie applies, just as it does when he 
says, " N o t only are the pictures in archives often 
literally for sale, but their meanings are up for 
grabs . " l9 

One way of conceptualizing the relationship 
between archival representations of history and 
the meanings they acquire in compilation films is 
offered by Emile Benveniste's categories of history 
and discourse. The anonymous footage in f i l m 
archives is very much like the kinds of utterances 
Benveniste calls history: "There is no longer a 
narrator. The events are set forth chronologically. 
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they occurred. N o one speaks here; the events 
sccm to narrate themselves." On the other hand, 
^hen the f i lmed representations of events are 
taken f r o m the archives and made to serve the 
purposes of a particular filmmaker, they enter the 
plane of discourse, in Benveniste's sense. They are 
used by an identifiable "speaker" (in my analogy: 
the filmmaker) w i t h "the intention of influencing 
the other (in this case: the viewer) in some way."^^ 
Ester Schub's Fali of the Romanov Dynasty, for 
example, draws upon bland, anonymous archival 
footage of public events and politicai figures (some 
of which was shot by the czar's o w n "home 
movie" cinematographer) to produce a trenchant 
discourse on the evils of the czarist regime. In the 
hands of a czarist editor (or screened uncut for the 
czar and his family), the same footage would say 
something quite different. 

The same is true of archival shots of nuclear 
explosions, many of which were made by cameras 
that were not even operated by human beings 
during the time the f i l m was being exposed, and 
which lack even the minimal narrative of a count-
down and climactic boom — unti l they are taken 
out of the archives and inserted into discourses 
designed by particular addressers for their i n 
tended addressees. In The Atomic Cafe they are 
put at the service of an ironic discourse on the 
mendacity and foolishness of American responses 
to the threat of atomic warfare in the years imme
diately fo l lowing the Second W o r l d War. In A 
Movie they serve a witt ier and more complex 
discourse on desire and destruction; in The Man in 
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the Mirror the one shot of the Bikini test marks the 
absurdly optimistic turn in the music vidco's visual 
discourse. In the latter, the representation of a 
nuclear explosion signifies hope; in the former jt 
signifies just the opposite; in The Atomic Cafe it 
signifies the bomb's actual, destructiveness which 
profoundly influenced the mentality of politicians 
and ordinary people alike. Yct, in the archive, it is 
puré, impersonal history, the representation of an 
event that "narrares itself."^! 

Returning, then, to the crucial difference be
tween representation in works of appropriation 
and in other methods of presenting found footage, 
I w o u l d begin by stressing the basic difference 
between compilation and appropriation. In com
pilation films, an archival shot is prcsumed to have 
concrete, historical referents that ground the film's 
discourse in reality, and lend crcdence to its overall 
argument. Clearly, the makers of The Atomic 
Cafe made this assumption when they inserted 
shots of various thermonuclear explosions, in
cluding the ones taken at B ik in i . But, there is 
nothing except the emotional appeal o f Michael 
Jackson's music to associate the Bikini test w i t h a 
"change" that reduced Arab-Israeli tensions, or 
led to the success of the Solidarity movement in 
Poland, or contributed to the weakening of apart
heid in South Africa. In other words, the shot of 
a nuclear explosion in Michael Jackson's music 
video is simply one image in a stream of recycled 
images presented w i t h l i t t le , if any, concern for 
their historical specificity — let alone logical or 
even chronological connection. W i t h The Man in 
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^the Mirror we enter the postmodern w o r l d of (in 
the words of Fredric Jameson) "representations 
that have no truth content, [and] are, in this sense, 
shcer surface or superficiality."^^ j h e object or 
event in history has been superseded by — or in 
Baudrillard's terms, preceded by — simulacra, by 
representations of other representations produced 
and preserved by the mass media. 

I f compilation films "quote history," The Man 
in the Mirror quotes the media, which have re
placed history and virtually abolished historicity. 
In the context of Benjamin's remark that "the 
concept of quotation implies that any given his
torical object must be ripped out of its context," I 
would say that for works of appropriat ion like 
Michael Jackson's music video, the context is the 
media, from which the quotations have been ripped 
and into which they have been reinserted wi thout 
regard for their " t r u t h content," as Jameson puts 
i t . The simulacra produced by postmodernist 
"superficial i ty" occupy the opposite end of the 
spectrum f r o m the representations of reality that 
are essential to compilation f i lms and their aes
thetic bias toward realism. 

Between compilation and appropriation lies the 
terrain of collage, to which I want to return in 
order make explicit some of the assumptions about 
collage that have remained implic i t up to this 
point . 

Starting w i t h the experiments of Braque and 
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Picasso in 1912, and rapidly spreading to ali art 
forms, collage proved to be the avant-garde's most 
effective means of challenging traditional assump
tions about the nature of representation in art. 
Indeed, one could argue that collage became an 
essential weapon in the modernist assault on real
ism in ali the arts. By incorporating disparate 
materiais found, rather than made, by the artist, 
and by dispensing w i t h long-respectcd principies 
of coherence and organic unity in art, collage 
changed the basic rules of artistic representation 
— or what Mar jor ie Perloff calls referentiality: 
"The question of referentiality inherent in collage 
thus leads to the replacement of the signified, the 
objects to be imitated, by a new set of signifiers 
calling attention to themselves as real objects in the 
real w o r l d . "23 Note that Perloff is not talking 
about the representation of "real objects," but the 
literal presence of objects f rom "the real w o r l d " in 
the w o r k of art itself. 

To apply this argument to f i l m , one must recog
nize that "the real w o r l d " for found footage 
filmmakers is the mass media w i t h their endless 
supply of images wait ing to be ripped f rom their 
context and reinserted in collage films where they 
w i l l be recognized as fragments sti l l bearing the 
marks of their media reality. Again, collage and 
appropriation have something in common, but as 
in the case of their responses to the equivocai 
nature of photographic representation, collage 
and appropriat ion part company over the way 
they respond to media-as-reality. Collage is cr i t i 
cai ; appropriat ion is accommodating. Collage 
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robes, highiights, contrasts; appropriat ion ac-
ccptSj leveis, homogenizes. I f both use montage to 
dislodge images f rom their original contexts and 
çj^phasize their "image-ness" (that is, their con
structed rather than " n a t u r a l " representations of 
reality)» only collage actively promotes an analyti-
cal and criticai attitude toward those images and 
their uses w i t h i n the institutions of cinema and 
television. 

An image's historical referent — such as the 
United States' nuclear tests in the South Pacific — 
may continue to be important in a collage f i l m , but 
the more significant referent w i l l be the image's 
original context of production, distr ibution, and 
reception: everything the media do to invest their 
images w i t h an aura of reality. Unlike postmod
ernist appropriations of found footage, in which 
the media as the source of images are taken for 
granted (indeed are more or less explicit ly cel-
ebrated for their image-producing powers), the 
collage f i l m subjects its fragments of media-reality 
to some form of deconstruction, or at the very least 
to a recontextualizing that prevents an unreflective 
reception of representations as reality (as pre-
sumed by the compilat ion f i l m ) , as well as an 
indifferent or cynical reception encouraged by 
postmodernist appropriat ion. I f collage is, as 
Cregory Ulmer has writ ten, "the single most revo-
lutionary formal innovation in artistic representa
tion in our century,"24 then appropriation is the 
movement that follows behind, profi t ing f rom the 
tevolution wi thout embracing or advancing its 
goals. 
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One of the masters of surreaHst collage, M a x 
Ernst, once wrote, "Ce n'est pas la colle qui fait le 
c o l l a g e . A n d for f i lmmakers, i t is not the 
splicer that makes a collage f i l m . I t is the decision 
to invest found footage w i t h meanings unintended 
by its original makers and unrecognized in its 
original contexts of presentation and reception. In 
its most comprehensive sense, then, a collage f i l m 
could be anything a filmmaker finds and decides to 
show in the f o r m he or she found i t : the f i lmic 
equivalent of a Duchamp "ready made." But 
found footage films based on a montage of dispar
ate and incongruous images are, i t seems to me, 
more l ikely to challenge the media's power to 
make ideologically loaded images seem like 
unmeditated representations of reality. 

Epic Collage 

N o discussion of montage in found footage films 
w o u l d be complete w i t h o u t some reference to 
large-scale cycles or serial works that not only use 
found footage but bring together more or less 
autonomous films under a single, comprehensive 
title. While found footage plays an important role 
in A l Razutis' magnum opus Amerika (1972-83) 
— most notably in The Wild West Show (Inter
rupted By A Message From Our Sponsor) and the 
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short, concluding piece, O Kanada — i t is less 
important, in the overall structure of the w o r k , 
than the images made by Razutis himself. Simi
larly, found footage appears in a few sections of 
Lewis Klahr's Super-8 series, Picture Books For 
Adults (1983-85), but cut-out animation is Klahr's 
principal technique for recycling mass media i m 
ages. Hollis Frampton's Magellan was intended to 
include found footage fi lms, such as Public Do
main (1972) and Gloria! (1979), but not only was 
that project left uncompleted upon Frampton's 
death in 1984, it appears that most of the films he 
planned to include in the complete Magellan cycle 
would not have been composed of found footage. 

By contrast, Abigail Child's Is This What You 
Were Bom For?, Keith Sanborn's KAPITAL!, and 
Leslie Thornton's Peggy and Fred in Hell not only 
make extensive use of found footage, but juxta-
pose a number of shorter fi lms w i t h i n a larger 
structure that might be labelled "epic collage" to 
designate the ambitiousness of their projects. 
Child's Is This What You Were Bom For? (1981-
89) consists of eight fi lms, ali but two of which 
draw upon found footage for some, i f not a l i , of 
their imagery. In its complete f o r m , Sanborn's 
KAPITAL! (1980-87) encompasses seven f i lms; 
however, because the first and last involve live 
performance and/or multiple projection, only parts 
2 to 6 are in regular distr ibut ion. Thornton's 
^eggy and Fred in Hell (1984-90) includes five 
Works (with another installment, Whirling, likely 
to be completed before these words appear in 
Print). The Prologue is on f i lm, the next two parts 
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